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A new fate map for mesodermal tissues in Xenopus laevis predicted that the prime meridian, which runs from the animal
pole to the vegetal pole through the center of Spemann’s organizer, is the embryo’s anterior midline, not its dorsal midline
(M. C. Lane and W. C. Smith, 1999, Development 126, 423–434). In this report, we demonstrate by lineage labeling that the
column 1 blastomeres at st. 6, which populate the prime meridian, give rise to the anterior end of the embryo. In addition,
we surgically isolate and culture tissue centered on this meridian from early gastrulae. This tissue forms a patterned head
with morphologically distinct ventral and dorsal structures. In situ hybridization and immunostaining reveal that the
cultured heads contain the anterior tissues of all three germ layers, correctly patterned. Regardless of how we dissect early
gastrulae along meridians running from the animal to the vegetal pole, both the formation of head structures and the
expression of anterior marker genes always segregate with the prime meridian passing through Spemann’s organizer. The
prime meridian also gives rise to dorsal, axial mesoderm, but not uniquely, as specification tests show that dorsal mesoderm
arises in fragments of the embryo which exclude the prime meridian. These results support the hypothesis that the midline
that bisects Spemann’s organizer is the embryo’s anterior midline. © 2000 Academic Press
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recently, we determined the cleavage-stage origins of tad-Following conventions promoted by Morgan (1897), the
first amphibian fate map designated the side of the embryo
on which the blastopore lip first forms as “dorsal” and the
meridian passing through this lip as the “dorsal midline”
(Vogt, 1929; Fig. 1A). The map designated the opposite side,
on which the lip forms last, as “ventral.” Subsequent maps
extended Vogt’s interpretations to Xenopus, and the sum-
mary diagrams of these maps routinely depict notochord on
the dorsal side, near Morgan’s dorsal lip of the blastopore;
somites in the lateral marginal zone; and lateral plate
mesoderm or more specifically blood, on the ventral side,
near Morgan’s ventral lip of the blastopore (Nakamura and
Kishiyama, 1971; Keller, 1976; Dale and Slack, 1987). Only
Spemann resisted Morgan’s terminology for amphibian em-
bryos, always referring in nonjudgmental terms to the
dorsal and ventral blastoporal lips as the upper and lower
lips, respectively.
Evidence contrary to Morgan’s convention appeared in
1991. Based on studies of morphogenesis, Keller revised his
gastrula-to-tailbud stage map of Xenopus laevis to show
significant amounts of somitic mesoderm arising from the
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.pole (st. 6 to 41) posterior somites and primitive blood.
Trunk and tail somites, which are posterior, dorsal meso-
derm, arise principally from animal regions of the marginal
zone, including the ventral marginal zone (Lane and Smith,
1999), as originally depicted by Vogt (1929). More impor-
tantly, we showed that primitive blood, the ventralmost
mesoderm in vertebrate embryos, arises principally from
the vegetal region of essentially all 360° of the marginal
zone. These observations, combined with data on the ori-
gins of the notochord (Moody, 1987), indicate that both
dorsal and ventral mesoderm fate map to all meridians of
the marginal zone, with dorsal mesoderm arising from
animal regions and ventral mesoderm arising from vegetal
regions of the marginal zone. In recognition of these find-
ings, we proposed that the dorsal/ventral axis be rotated 90°
such that dorsal for mesendodermal derivatives corresponds
to animal and ventral corresponds to vegetal in the pregas-
trula X. laevis marginal zone (Fig. 1B). During gastrulation,
this initial orientation of the mesoderm and endoderm
inverts (diagrammed schematically in Figs. 1C–1F), such37
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38 Lane and SheetsFIG. 1. Summary diagrams for two amphibian fate maps and diagrams of inversion of the marginal zone, including orientations of the
anterior/posterior and dorsal/ventral axes of the tadpole. Early embryos (A, B) or marginal zones (C–E) shown are oriented by convention
with their upper blastoporal lips on the lower right side. If this orientation could be held constant during morphogenesis by fixing the site
of blastopore closure (X) and the animal pole (1), the resulting embryo would be oriented as shown in F. Tracing the inversion of the
marginal zone through its morphogenetic movements should facilitate understanding how the prime meridian becomes the embryo’s
anterior midline. (A) Axolotl late blastula-to-tailbud fate map (Vogt, 1929), constructed by vital dye mapping technique. The dorsal/ventral
axis runs horizontally from the side on which the blastopore lip first forms (J, Spemann’s upper lip, Morgan’s dorsal lip) to the side on which
the lip forms last (Spemann’s lower lip, Morgan’s ventral lip). The notochord is shown in heavy stippling on the dorsal side. The first 10
somites are indicated by numbers, the remainder of the prospective somite field is faintly stippled (Sch). Translations for other
abbreviations include Eg, the limit of involution, and Spl, lateral plate mesoderm. In the animal region, the neural field is indicated by heavy
dashed lines and the epidermal field by faint dashed lines. (B) Revised fate map for Xenopus laevis mesoderm, early blastula-to-tadpole (st.
–41), constructed by lineage labeling (Lane and Smith, 1999). The anterior/posterior axis runs horizontally from the upper lip to the lower
ip. The dorsal/ventral axis for the mesoderm (as well as the endoderm) runs from animal to vegetal. Two landmarks used by Vogt and Keller
re indicated on the new Xenopus map: X marks the approximate site at which the blastopore lips close at st. 13; 1 marks the animal pole,
hich ultimately forms epidermis covering the heart. Notochord, N, and somites, S. (C) The marginal zone at st. 10. Anterior leading edge
esoderm (which will give rise to the anterior blood islands, head mesoderm, heart mesoderm, and liver) has begun its migration toward
he animal pole, and dorsal mesoderm located just animal to the anterior leading edge mesoderm is displaced slightly toward the vegetal
ole. (D) The marginal zone at st. 11. The leading edge mesoderm (LEM) through all 360° is internalized and migrating toward the animal
ole, with anterior LEM advanced the farthest. Convergence within the prospective notochordal and somitic fields causes involution of theCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
that ventral tissues move toward the original animal pole
and dorsal tissues move toward the original vegetal pole.
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39Anterior MidlineThe orientation of the anterior/posterior axis in pregas-
trula amphibian embryos has never been demonstrated.
The revised fate map for mesoderm in X. laevis reveals that
or a single mesodermal structure, the ventral blood islands,
he anterior end maps near the upper (dorsal) lip, while the
osterior end maps near the lower (ventral) lip (Lane and
mith, 1999). This distribution of the ventralmost meso-
erm suggests that anterior mesoderm originates near the
egion historically called dorsal, and posterior mesoderm
riginates in the region historically called ventral. Indeed, a
omparison of the extant fate maps for Xenopus, which we
present below under Discussion, demonstrates that the
anteriormost tissue of each germ layer maps to the vicinity
of Vogt’s dorsal midline, while posteriormost tissue of each
germ layer maps to regions commonly called ventral. This
consistent distribution of the germ layers led to a second
proposal: the horizontal axis, running from the meridian
that bisects the upper lip to the meridian of sperm entry, is
the embryo’s anterior/posterior axis and not its dorsal/
ventral axis.
Vogt’s dorsal midline runs from the animal pole to the
vegetal pole, bisecting Nieuwkoop’s center and Spemann’s
organizer in the blastula and gastrula, respectively. This
meridian, henceforth referred to as the prime meridian, is
endowed by cortical rotation during the first cell cycle with
special organizing properties. As the prime meridian divides
the embryo into left and right halves, it is truly a midline.
The question we ask in this report is the following: is the
prime meridian the dorsal midline, as assumed in previous
maps, or is it the anterior midline, as predicted by the
revised map? For purposes of this study, we define the
dorsal midline by its ultimate manifestation as the bilater-
ally symmetric, axial structures found on the dorsal side of
the body plan. The dorsal midline includes both anterior
and posterior structures (e.g., anterior structures include
the prechordal plate, brain, anterior notochord, head
somites, etc., while posterior structures include trunk/tail
notochord and somites and spinal cord). We define the
anterior midline by its manifestation as the bilaterally
symmetric structures of the anterior end of the body plan,
which includes both dorsal and ventral structures (e.g.,
dorsal structures include the prechordal plate, brain, ante-
rior notochord, and head somites while ventral structures
upper (dorsal) marginal zone and results in the blastopore constric
at st. 12.5. Anterior LEM migrates past the animal pole, where it wi
heart, ht. Posterior LEM will give rise to the posterior blood island
which is intermediate mesoderm. Converging posterior, dorsal me
collar, cc, around the closing blastopore, while posterior LEM cells
been held in place during development. The solid green line, separa
7, which evidence indicates is the connecting point between the h
dorsal from ventral. This series of diagrams illustrates how the prim
D1 blastomeres are labeled in B to indicate orientation.Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightAs the dorsal/ventral and anterior/posterior axes overlap,
the two axes cannot be completely separated from one
another physically. However, it is possible to distinguish
the dorsal and anterior midlines by the tissues they do not
share, and it may be possible to separate either the dorsal
midline or the anterior midline from a geographic location
in the embryo. This possibility provides the rationale be-
hind some of the experiments described below. If the dorsal
midline coincides with the prime meridian, then the two
cannot be separated by surgery, and both the anterior and
the posterior ends of the dorsal components of the body axis
may form from the prime meridian. On the other hand, if
the anterior midline coincides with the prime meridian,
then both the dorsal and the ventral components of the
head may form from tissue located along the prime merid-
ian.
In this report, we first demonstrate the fate of the entire
prime meridian by lineage labeling the column 1 blas-
tomeres collectively. We then evaluate the specification
state of the prime meridian and compare it with meridians
centered on the lateral and lower lips of the early gastrula
blastopore, using morphology, immunostaining for dorsal
mesoderm, and in situ hybridization for mRNAs expressed
in anterior domains of gastrula and neurula stage embryos.
Our results demonstrate that the region centered on the
prime meridian is both fated and specified by early gastrula
stage to form both the dorsal and the ventral components of
the anterior end of the embryo. As no other meridian gives
rise to a complete head, we conclude that the prime
meridian represents the embryo’s anterior midline, not its
dorsal midline.
It is unprecedented in modern developmental biology to
reorient an axis in an embryo studied for more than a
century. To uncover one source of the confusion over the
axes in amphibians, we reexamine the original data and the
summary diagrams of the first amphibian fate maps (Vogt,
1929). We argue that anterior, ventral endoderm in tailbud
embryos was categorized as dorsal tissue during construc-
tion of the summary diagrams, leading to the erroneous
conclusion that the prime meridian passing through the
upper lip comprises solely dorsal, rather than a mix of
dorsal and ventral, tissues. This observation resolves the
discrepancy concerning the orientation of the dorsal/
ccentrically in relation to the vegetal pole. (E) The marginal zone
tle to form the anterior blood islands, abi; head mesoderm, hd; and
, and other lateral plate derivatives, as well as the pronephros, pn,
m (prospective notochord and somites) forms a circumblastoporal
isplaced from the blastopore. (F) St. 41 tadpole, oriented as if it had
nterior from posterior, is placed at the approximate level of somite
nd the trunk in most vertebrates. The solid purple line separates
ridian becomes the anterior midline during morphogenesis. A1 andll set
s, pbi
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ventral axis between the old and the new fate maps and
supports the proposed designation of the anterior/posterior
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Nile blue mark for 90° upper lip sectors). Centering incisions on the
Nile blue mark and the upper lip as described led to the formation
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Embryos. Embryos were obtained by standard methods, cul-
tured in 0.253 Marc’s modified Ringer’s (MMR), and staged accord-
ing to the criteria of Nieuwkoop and Faber (1967) and Keller (1991).
To facilitate normal axial development, embryos were dejellied in
2% cysteine, pH 8.1, only after completion of the second cleavage.
Leaving embryos in their jelly coats until at least the 4-cell stage
also facilitates regular cleavage (Moody, personal communication),
as evidenced by the appearance of the D tier at the 32-cell stage,
when all eight D blastomeres contact the vegetal pole. All experi-
ments utilized regularly cleaving embryos displaying strong, sym-
metrical pigmentation differences following cortical rotation, se-
lected at the 4- to 8-cell stage and carefully marked with Nile blue
sulfate on the lightly pigmented side in the vegetal hemisphere
such that the mark straddled both sides of the first cleavage plane.
For photographic purposes, some experiments were repeated using
albino eggs, which were tipped and marked during the first cell
cycle and selected for regular cleavages at the 4- to 8-cell stage.
Lineage analysis. The blastomere nomenclature of Nakamura
and Kishiyama (1971) was used. Regularly cleaving embryos were
selected at the 32-cell stage and transferred to 4% Ficoll in 0.253
MMR, and one of each column 1 blastomere (A1, B1, C1, and D1)
was injected with rhodamine dextran amine and one of each
column 4 blastomere (A4, B4, C4, and D4) was injected with
fluorescein dextran amine (1 nl of 33 mg/ml stock for A, B, and C
blastomeres, 2 separate 1-nl injections for D blastomeres), for a
total of 10 injections per embryo. The embryos were cultured in
Ficoll/MMR until st. 11, transferred to 0.253 MMR, and cultured
to st. 41, fixed 1 h in MEMFA, and stored in 100% MeOH at 220°C.
leared, whole-mount embryos were photographed under epifluo-
escence illumination.
Tissue distributions of fluorescent dextran were confirmed in
ectioned specimens. Using standard methodologies, embryos were
mbedded in paraffin and 10-mm frontal sections cut. After removal
of the paraffin, specimens were mounted in a permanent mounting
reagent specialized for fluorescent samples (ProLong Antifade,
Molecular Probes). Double-exposed images were taken using
Kodak Ektachrome 320T film and digitized using Adobe Photo-
Shop.
Surgical manipulations. All surgical solutions contained 10
mg/ml gentamicin. At st. 10, with the embryos in 0.253 MMR,
mbryos in which the Nile blue mark coincided with the center of
he forming upper blastoporal lip were chosen, and vitelline enve-
opes were manually removed with forceps. The embryos were
ransferred to petri dishes coated with sterile, 1% agarose in 0.253
MR and filled with DFA 1 BSA (Sater et al., 1993). Half of the
ish contained culture wells approximately the size of an embryo,
hile the remainder of the dish served as a surgical platform. To
nsure that dissections ran from the animal to the vegetal pole, we
ositioned the embryos with their vegetal poles upward such that
igmented animal hemisphere at the equator was visible uniformly
round the circumference of the embryo. Through the use of an
yepiece reticule engraved with a protractor (series KR-831; Klar-
ann Rulings, Manchester, NH), the Nile blue mark near the
orming blastoporal lip was designated 0°, and all meridians were
easured from this reference point. Two short incisions were madeCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightf more symmetrical heads than centering incisions solely on the
pper lip. Extension of the initial incisions to the animal and
egetal poles released a fragment we refer to as a “90° upper lip
ector” (ULS; Fig. 3A). A “90° lateral lip sector” (LtLS) was isolated
y cutting 45 and 135° to the right or to the left of the Nile blue
ark, and a “90° lower lip sector” (LoLS) was isolated by cutting
35° to both the right and the left of the Nile blue mark. (The
ateral and lower blastoporal lips are technically “prospective” lips
t this stage, as the blastopore has not yet formed when these
ragments are isolated. However, the lips form autonomously in
hese fragments following isolation.) Both pieces (90 and 270°) of
ndividual embryos were moved to marked wells and cultured
vernight at 14°C in DFA 1 BSA. To promote healing, 90° sectors
ere placed in wells with the animal cap down and the vegetal pole
acing upward. Most fragments rounded up and nearly closed the
ound overnight. The following day, debris was cleaned from the
ish and the medium changed to DFA 1 BSA:0.253 MMR (1:1, v/v)
or 1 h, then changed to 0.253 MMR. By several criteria (e.g., the
ppearance of pigment in the cement gland and in the retina), the
mbryo fragments were approximately 6 h behind intact control
iblings (data not shown).
All surgical experiments reported below were carried out at both
t. 8 and st. 10, and unless noted under Results, we observed no
ifferences in the tissues present in the specimens. The only
ifference observed was that healing was much better when surgery
as performed at st. 8, when little morphogenetic activity is under
ay in the embryo, rather than st. 10, when extensive morphoge-
etic movement is under way. This is especially true for the
tewart recombinates. Recombinates made at st. 8 usually healed
eamlessly, while recombinates made at st. 10 always had a large
pen wound. For experiments performed at st. 8, we centered the
ncisions on the Nile blue mark. Extra marked embryos were
hecked at st. 101 to ensure that Nile blue marked the upper lip.
xperiments were discarded on days when the marks did not
oincide with the lip in .90% of the embryos.
Duplication of the prime meridian. Embryos containing two
prime meridians were generated using a technique pioneered by
Stewart (Stewart and Gerhart, 1990). The dissection is shown
schematically in Fig. 7. Two st. 8 embryos, marked with Nile blue
sulfate as described above, were dissected into 180° halves, the first
along a meridian 45° to the right of the Nile blue mark, through
both the animal and the vegetal poles, and the second 45° to the left
of the mark, through the animal and the vegetal poles. Thus, each
embryo was divided into a half containing 90° of tissue centered on
the prime meridian, which should contain all of Spemann’s orga-
nizer at gastrula stage (Stewart and Gerhart, 1990), and a half that
lacked all tissues within 645° of the prime meridian and therefore
lacked all prospective Spemann’s organizer tissue. The cut surfaces
of two half embryos containing the prime meridian were placed
with their animal/vegetal axis aligned in a well. The cut surfaces of
the two reciprocal pieces lacking Nile blue marks were placed with
their animal/vegetal axes aligned in a well to give a reciprocal
embryo with no prime meridian. Substantial healing occurred
within 1 h. After 5 h of healing at 14–15°C, the medium was
changed to 50% DFA 1 BSA:50% 0.253 MMR for 1 h and changed
finally to 0.253 MMR. Culture continued to late tailbud stages.
Excision of the prime meridian. A 70° sector centered on the
prime meridian was removed by cutting at 635° as described above
under “Surgical manipulations.” Upper lip sectors of 70° weres of reproduction in any form reserved.
inverted in the well. This brought cut edges into close contact and
facilitated healing. In addition, for the larger pieces (270–290°
fragments,) a short incision was made across the vegetal base, along
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41Anterior Midlinethe 180° meridian, running approximately 30° from the vegetal
pole toward the animal pole. Once the embryo was turned on its
side, the two wounded edges were brought into close contact and
the fragment placed side-down in an agarose well. Medium changes
were made as in the duplication experiments.
Northern blot analysis. Total RNA was isolated using Trizol
eagent following the manufacturer’s directions (Life Technolo-
ies). RNAs were denatured with glyoxal and resolved on 1%
garose gel using 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) as the running
uffer. The RNA was transferred to nylon membrane (Pall Biodyne
) by capillary action and fixed to the filter using UV-crosslinking
ollowed by baking for 2 h at 80°C under vacuum. Filters were
oiled for 3 min in 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), prehybridized,
ashed, and exposed to X-ray film according to standard protocols
Sheets et al., 1994). Single-stranded antisense DNA probes, syn-
thesized using asymmetric PCR and [a-32P]dCTP, were used for
ybridization. Hybridization signals were quantitated using phos-
hoimager analysis.
Immunostaining. Notochord was immunostained with Tor 70
nd somitic mesoderm with 12-101 as described previously (Lane
nd Keller, 1997).
In situ hybridization. The method of Knecht et al. (1995) was
sed. Single-probe detection utilized BM purple (Boehringer Mann-
eim). Double-probe detection utilized BCIP/NBT for Xwnt8 and
CIP for chordin.
RESULTS
Column 1 Blastomeres at St. 6 Form Dorsal and
Ventral Anterior Structures and Dorsal Posterior
Structures
The blastomeres lying along the prime meridian were fate
mapped collectively from st. 6 to st. 41. We injected
rhodamine dextran into column 1 blastomeres at the 32-cell
stage and, for contrast, fluorescein dextran into column 4
blastomeres (Fig. 2A). In whole-mount, st. 41 embryos,
extensive rhodamine labeling was seen throughout both the
dorsal and the ventral regions of the head, as well as in the
notochord, central somite domain, and floor plate through-
out the trunk and tail (Fig. 2B). In whole mounts, fluores-
cein labeling was excluded from anterior regions of the
embryo, with the exception of scattered epidermal cells
(Fig. 2C). Double exposure emphasizes that all of the head
fate mapped to column 1 blastomeres at st. 6 (Fig. 2D).
Closer examination in sectioned embryos revealed that
column 1 progeny contribute to both dorsal and ventral
derivatives of all three germ layers in the head (Fig. 2E,
sections 5 and 6): in the ectoderm, both the neural tube and
the epidermis are labeled; in the mesoderm, the notochord,
the head mesoderm, the heart mesoderm, and the blood
cells within the chambers are labeled; and in the endoderm,
both the foregut roof and floor are labeled. In contrast, very
few column 4 progeny appeared in the anterior sections,
where fluorescein label was confined to epidermal cells and
some blood cells in the heart (section 5) and gill arches (notCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthe pronephros (section 3). Thus, column 4 progeny also
opulate both dorsal and ventral mesodermal structures, as
ndicated in the revised fate map (Lane and Smith, 1999).
aken together, these results demonstrate that both dorsal
nd ventral tissues are labeled by column 1 blastomeres and
y column 4 blastomeres and that column 1 blastomeres
ontribute heavily to the anterior tissues of all germ layers
nd to posterior, dorsal structures, while column 4 blas-
omeres contribute heavily only to posterior structures.
As both dorsal and anterior tissues were labeled by
olumn 1 progeny, our result did not distinguish whether
he prime meridian is the dorsal or the anterior midline.
owever, it demonstrated visually that both ventral, ante-
ior (arrow in Fig. 2D) and dorsal, anterior structures fate
apped to column 1 blastomeres, indicating that the prime
eridian comprises ventral and dorsal components. Map-
ing also demonstrated that column 4 progeny rarely oc-
upy anterior positions in the embryo. Both results support
he revision of the axes previously proposed (Lane and
mith, 1999).
The Prime Meridian at Gastrula Stage Is Specified
to Form the Head
Current models of amphibian development propose that
an early signal(s) acting along the prime meridian estab-
lishes dorsal mesoderm (Smith, 1989; Kimelman et al.,
1992; summarized in Harland and Gerhart, 1997). However,
these models are based on studies involving explants or
grafts of varying sizes of the “dorsal lip,” not the entire
meridian conditioned by cortical rotation. As the fate-
mapping exercise reported above indicated that all anterior
tissues arise from the column 1 blastomeres, we performed
specification tests along different meridians of the embryo
to investigate anterior development.
Early gastrula embryos (st. 10–101) were surgically dis-
ected along meridians into corresponding 90 and 270°
ectors, only one of which included the prime meridian
assing through Spemann’s organizer (Fig. 3A). We assessed
urgical accuracy by Northern blot analysis of genes differ-
ntially expressed in the marginal zone of early gastrula
mbryos. Analysis of two of these genes is shown in Figs. 3B
nd 3C. The chordin mRNA expression domain centers on
he prime meridian in the organizer region of the marginal
one (Sasai et al., 1994). Xwnt8 mRNA is expressed in
onorganizer regions of the marginal zone (Christian and
oon, 1992; Smith and Harland, 1992). Double in situ
ybridization revealed that these expression domains are
lmost exclusive at st. 101 (Fig. 3B). We dissected embryos
nto complementary 90 and 270° sectors, from the animal
o the vegetal pole, centered on the prime meridian or the
eridian 180° opposite (referred to as 90° upper lip sector
nd 90° lower lip sector, respectively), and extracted total
NA. The 90° ULS expressed chordin at levels comparable
to intact, control siblings, and they expressed little Xwnt8s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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(Fig. 3C, lane 2). The complementary 270° LoLS expressed
Xwnt8 at levels comparable to controls, but did not express
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TABLE 1
Anterior Neural Fold/Head Formation and Dorsal Mesoderm
1
43Anterior Midlinechordin (lane 3). The 90° LoLS expressed Xwnt8 but not
hordin (lane 4) while the corresponding 270° ULS ex-
ressed both Xwnt 8 and chordin (lane 5). These results
emonstrated that our technique accurately separated the
ector centered on the prime meridian from meridians
ontaining nonorganizer marginal zone. In addition, quan-
itation of Northern blots by phosphoimaging analysis
evealed that surgery was not perturbing significantly the
xpression of these two genes believed to play roles in
atterning the Xenopus embryo (data not shown).
Sectors of 90° centered on the upper, lateral, or lower
lastoporal lip and their corresponding 270° sectors, iso-
ated at st. 101 and cultured as matched sets were scored by
morphology for the presence of either the anterior neural
folds at control st. 20 or the head structures (i.e., cement
gland and retina) at control st. 37. In all cases, only the
embryo fragment from each pair that contained the prime
meridian, namely 90° ULS, 270° LtLS, and 270° ULS,
formed anterior neural folds at st. 20 or a head with properly
positioned retinas and a cement gland at st. 37. As we saw
no variation in the detection of anterior structures between
st. 20 and st. 37, the results for both stages were combined
in Table 1. Scored for the presence of anterior neural
structures, the results for the two stages were 100% for 90°
ULS, 98% for 270° LtLS, and 100% for 270° LoLS. The
corresponding fragment of the matched sets, which lacked
the prime meridian, including 270° LoLS, 90° LtLS, and 90°
LoLS, never formed anterior neural folds at st. 20 nor head
structures at st. 37 (0% for all fragments types, Table 1).
Examples of the six fragments, cultured to approximately
st. 35, are shown in Fig. 4. The 90° ULS resembled the head
of a control embryo (compare Figs. 4B and 4A), but has a
protrusion at its posterior end. Schneider and Mercola
(1999) reported a similar result for the same surgical proce-
dure. The resulting 270° LoLS formed no head structures
(Figs. 4C and 4D). Some of these fragments appeared devoid
of dorsal, axial structures (Fig. 4C) while others appeared to
FIG. 2. Fate of column 1 blastomeres. At st. 6, one of each of the
each of the column 4 blastomeres was injected with fluorescein de
of rhodamine dextran and fluorescein dextran, respectively, at st. 4
(D) Colocalization of both dextrans. The arrow marks anterior, vent
all head structures originate from column 1 blastomeres. (E) Coloca
1 is posteriormost and section 6 is anteriormost. See text for discu
domain, which is labeled throughout the embryo by column 1 blast
h, heart; nt, neural tube/brain; ov, otic vesicle; pn, pronephros; rt,
FIG. 3. Surgical dissection of early gastrulae and assessment of su
vegetal pole, and nomenclature of the six fragment types to be an
Incisions run along meridians from the animal to the vegetal pole,
270° sectors. ULS, upper lip sector; LtLS, lateral lip sector; LoLS,
(blue), expressed at the upper lip, and Xwnt8 (purple), expressed in n
of chordin and Xwnt8 as an indication of surgical accuracy. Total
ragment equivalents were analyzed per lane. Intact controls (lane
lane 5) were probed for chordin and Xwnt8. cytoskeletal actin waCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightontain such tissue (Fig. 4D). The formation of a head with
etinas (an anterior neural derivative, therefore anterior,
orsal ectoderm) and a cement gland (an anterior epidermal
erivative, therefore anterior, ventral ectoderm) by the 90°
LS demonstrated that both dorsal and ventral aspects of
he anterior terminus of the body plan were specified by
arly gastrula stage and formed from tissue situated along
he prime meridian. Neither 90° LtLS nor 90° LoLS formed
etinas or cement glands; both fragments typically appeared
s “belly pieces” (Figs. 4F and 4H). Both the 270° LtLS and
he 270° ULS formed heads containing two retinas and a
ement gland. The 270° LtLS developed with a wound on
ne side of the trunk, immediately posterior to the head,
hich caused severe twisting of the trunk (Fig. 4E). The
70° ULS developed with a wound in the region where the
roctodeum should form (Fig. 4G).
We conclude that the signals required for anterior devel-
pment are restricted to the region centered on the prime
eridian. Additionally, as the specification state at early
astrula equaled the fated state at early blastula, surgery did
ot alter significantly the developmental capacity of tissues
long the prime meridian.
n 1 blastomeres was injected with rhodamine dextran and one of
. (A) Diagram of the lineage labeling scheme. (B, C) Distributions
rrows in B refer to the positions of the sections shown below in E.
ructures, which, by definition, are not dorsal structures. Essentially
ion of column 1 and 4 progeny in sectioned, st. 41 embryo. Section
n. The asterisk indicates the notochord/floor plate/central somite
es. Abbreviations used: cg, cement gland; ep, epidermis; fg, foregut;
a; s, somite.
l accuracy. (A) Diagram of the surgery at st. 101, viewed from the
ed by specification testing. The prime meridian is shown in red.
to the central axis, separating embryos into 90° and corresponding
lip sector. (B) Double in situ hybridization at st. 101 for chordin
ganizer meridians of the marginal zone. (C) Northern blot analysis
was extracted from eight embryos or fragments; two embryo or
° ULS (lane 2), 270° LoLS (lane 3), 90° LoLS (lane 4), and 270° ULS
bed as a loading control.
Formation by Embryo Fragments Isolated at St. 10
Specimen N
Anterior
neural folds or
head (%) N
Notochord
(%)
Somites
(%)
Controls 45 100 45 100 100
90° ULS 118 100 30 100 100
270° LoLS 118 0 30 3 53
270° LtLS 71 98 22 100 100
90° LtLS 71 0 19 0 11
270° ULS 81 100 27 100 100
90° LoLS 81 0 27 0 4xtran
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tochordal mesoderm with Tor 70 and somitic mesoderm
with 12-101 and examined tissue morphology in the six
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44 Lane and SheetsDorsal Mesoderm Formation Usually Segregated
with the Prime Meridian
To examine the relationship between dorsal mesodermal
tissues and the prime meridian, we coimmunostained no-
FIG. 4. Results of specification testing, evaluated by morphology.
Fragments generated by surgery at st. 101 were cultured to early
tadpole stage. For specimens with detectable axes, anterior is to the
right and dorsal is up. (A) Control embryo. (B) 90° ULS, with retina and
cement gland. (C) 270° LoLS, lacks apparent axial structures. The
concentrated pigment patch seen at one end of the specimen is not a
cement gland. (D) 270° LoLS, with axial structure. At higher magni-
fication (not shown), somites are seen in the region above the stripe of
pigmented cells (arrow). (E) 270° LtLS, with large open wound (black
arrow). The head includes two pigmented retinas (one indicated by
white arrow) and a cement gland. (F) 90° LtLS, with no apparent axial
structures. (G) 270° ULS, with wound in the region of the proctodeum.
(H) 90° LoLS, with no apparent axial structure.
FIG. 5. Results of specification testing, evaluated by immunostai
ailbud stage. (A, E, H) Lateral views of control embryos and match
rime meridian is shown on the lower left and the matched fragm
LS, dorsal view. (C) 270° LoLS, no axial mesoderm. (D) 270° LoLS
F) 270° LtLS, dorsal view. (G) 90° LtLS, no axial mesoderm. The p
orsal view. (J) 90° LoLS, no axial mesoderm. (K) Control embryo, d
IG. 6. Results of specification testing, evaluated for anterior mar
view. (B) 90° ULS expresses en2. (C) 270° LoLS does not express e
express cpl1, almost lateral (top) and dorsal (bottom) views. (F) Five
expression in st. 20 control (top), 270° LoLS (bottom left, negative),
in heart and pharyngeal arches. (J) 270° LoLS (left, negative) and 9
ontrol st. 24 (top), 270° LoLS (bottom left, negative), and 90° ULS (b
n vascular endothelial cells is marked by an arrow. (M). XHex ex
resumably in the thyroid, t, and liver, l, as in the control embryoCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightmbryo fragment types generated by surgery.
In control embryos (upper specimen in Figs. 5A, 5E, 5H,
nd 5K), the anterior tip of the notochord extended further
nteriorly into the head than the most anterior somites.
ead somites were shorter in profile than trunk somites
nd did not assume the characteristic chevron shape of
runk and tail somites.
The head formed by a 90° ULS contained notochordal and
omitic mesoderm (100% for both; Table 1 and Figs. 5A,
ottom left, and 5B). The notochord extended farther ante-
iorly than the two muscle masses lying to either side. The
nteriormost somitic mesoderm tapered anteriorly like
ead somites. A dorsal view showed that the head was
ilaterally symmetrical, but the somitic mesoderm was not
egmented into distinct somites, as in controls (Figs. 5B and
K). Otherwise, the head appeared normal. Both notochord
nd somites extended into the protrusion always seen at the
osterior end of the head. The 270° LoLS assumed one of
wo forms. It either appeared as the classic “belly piece” of
pemann with no notochordal nor somitic mesoderm de-
ected (Fig. 5C) or appeared to have undergone convergent
xtension morphogenesis, and it contained a single somite
le (53%, Table 1 and Fig. 5D).
The 90° LtLS typically formed no dorsal mesoderm,
lthough a minority formed muscle (0% notochord, 11%
uscle; Table 1 and Figs. 5E, bottom right, and 5G). The
70° LtLS, which included the prime meridian, formed a
entral notochord flanked by somitic tissue in anterior
egions (100% for both tissues; Table 1 and Fig. 5F). Viewed
orsally, one intact somite file was present on the un-
ounded side of the trunk, but the second somite file was
isrupted immediately posterior to the head somites, in the
pen wound (arrows).
The 90° LoLS typically formed no dorsal mesoderm (0%
otochord, 4% muscle; Table 1 and Figs. 5H, bottom right,
nd 5J). In a lateral view, the 270° ULS formed a head and
runk, and a wound appeared in the region of the procto-
eum (Fig. 5H, bottom left). Viewed dorsally, the 270° ULS
for notochord (Tor 70) and muscle (12-101) differentiation, at late
ts, made as diagrammed in Fig. 3A. The fragment that contains the
hich lacks a prime meridian, is shown on the lower right. (B) 90°
h one somite file containing head and trunk somites, lateral view.
nted patch (bp) is the closed blastopore/proctodeum. (I) 270° ULS,
view. hs, head somites; n, notochord; s, somites; ts, trunk somites.
enes by in situ hybridization. (A) Late neurula control, en2, dorsal
) 270° LtLS expresses en2, dorsal view. (E) Late neurula controls
ULS express cpl1. (G) Five 270° LoLS do not express cpl1. (H) otx2
0° ULS (bottom right, positive). (I) Control st. 35 expresses Nkx2-5
LS (right, positive) expression of Nkx2-5. (K) XHex expression in
m right, positive). (L) XHex expression in control st. 35. Expression
ion in 270° LoLS (left, two domains positive) and 90° ULS (right,
cement gland.ed se
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formed a central notochord with symmetrical somite files
on either side (Fig. 5I).
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46 Lane and SheetsIn summary, dorsal, axial tissues, properly arranged, were
observed in all fragments that contain the prime meridian
established by cortical rotation (Table 1). As anterior struc-
tures were also present in fragments that include the prime
meridian, this experiment did not discriminate whether the
prime meridian is the dorsal midline or the anterior mid-
line. Fragments lacking the prime meridian did not form
notochord in this experimental design, but one somite file
was present in approximately half of the 270° LoLS and 11%
of the 90° LtLS. This result suggested that some dorsal
mesoderm formed in the absence of the prime meridian.
More importantly, we observed that embryos were damaged
by the surgery in a pattern that we believe reveals the
underlying body plan of the pregastrula embryo. Surgery at
meridians 645° to remove the 90° ULS resulted in a head
ith damaged somites. Surgery at meridians 45°/135° to
emove a 90° LtLS resulted in an embryo with a normal
ead, but extensive damage to the trunk on the operated
ide. Surgery at meridians 6135° to remove a 90° LoLS
esulted in an embryo with a normal head, notochord, and
wo paraxial somite files in the trunk, but damage to the
roctodeum. As incisions were made at increasing longitu-
inal distance from the prime meridian, damage appeared at
rogressively more posterior levels of the body plan. This
esult suggested that the embryo’s anterior/posterior axis is
riented horizontally along the marginal zone, with ante-
ior corresponding to the prime meridian and posterior
orresponding to the side opposite the prime meridian.
Cultured Fragments That Include the Prime
Meridian Appropriately Expressed Anterior
Marker Genes
The heads observed in the various embryo fragments
appeared reasonably normal by external morphological cri-
teria. To evaluate internal criteria of anterior development,
we compared marker gene expression patterns for the three
germ layers between intact control embryos and surgically
isolated fragments.
Anterior neural genes, including en2, otx2, cpl1, and
xbf1, are expressed in brain structures in Xenopus embryos
Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1991; Pannese et al., 1995;
necht et al., 1995; Bourguignon et al., 1999). We examined
he six fragment types generated by surgery for expression
f each of these markers at neural-fold and at tailbud or
adpole stages. The results are summarized in Table 2. All
our anterior neural markers were expressed only in those
ragments that contained the prime meridian and generated
orphologically recognizable heads (90° ULS, 270° LtLS,
nd 270° ULS). Sectors that did not form head structures by
xternal criteria (270° LoLS, 90° LtLS, and 90° LoLS) did not
xpress anterior neural markers (Table 2).
Spatial expression patterns for en2 are shown in Figs.
6A–6D. en2 was expressed as a bilateral stripe in the
anterior neural tube of a neurula (Fig. 6A). This expressionCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightpattern was seen in the cultured 90° ULS, while no expres-
sion was detected in the corresponding 270° LoLS (Figs. 6B
and 6C, respectively). As an example of another fragment
that expressed en2, a 270° LtLS, which included the prime
meridian, is shown (Fig. 6D). This fragment expressed en2
correctly in the anterior neural tube, immediately anterior
to the wound caused by removal of the 90° LtLS. The 270°
ULS also expressed en2 appropriately (not shown).
cpl1 and otx2 expressions are shown in Figs. 6E–6H. cpl1
was expressed in the anterior neural groove and at the
anterior neural/epidermal boundary of control embryos
(Fig. 6E), and in 90° ULS at late neurulae, but not in 270°
LoLS (Figs. 6F and 6G, respectively). Control embryos
expressed otx2 in the anteriormost regions of the head (Fig.
6H). The 90° ULS expressed otx2 in the anteriormost end of
the fragment while 270° LoLS did not express otx2 (Fig. 6H).
Both cpl1 and otx2 expression segregated with the prime
meridian (Table 2). In situ hybridization for xbf1 gave
similar results, with expression only in fragments that
included the prime meridian (Table 2). We conclude that
substantial neural patterning progressed normally in the
embryo fragments isolated from early gastrulae that con-
tained the prime meridian and that anterior neural pattern-
ing did not occur in fragments that lacked the prime
meridian.
We evaluated the status of mesendodermal tissues in
embryo fragments by examining the expression patterns of
two anterior mesendodermal genes, Nkx2-5 and XHex.
Nkx2-5 expression marked forming heart tissues in control
embryos (Fig. 6I; Tonissen et al., 1994). In 90° ULS isolated
at st. 10, Nkx2-5 was expressed in the heart anlagen,
Mesendodermal Markers
Specimen
en2
(N)
otx2
(N)
cpl1
(N)
xbf1
(N)
Nkx2-5
(N)
Xhex
(N)
Control 100 100 100 100 100 100
(56) (34) (60) (34) (20) (27)
90° ULS 96 100 100 96 100 100
(58) (35) (58) (25) (19) (14)
270° LoLS 0 0 0 0 0 37a
(70) (31) (37) (17) (20) (19)
270° LtLS 100 100 100 100 100 100
(10) (13) (24) (23) (13) (14)
90° LtLS 0 0 0 0 7 7
(15) (15) (23) (23) (14) (13)
270° ULS 91 100 98 100 100 100
(22) (14) (46) (22) (11) (14)
90° LoLS 0 0 0 0 0 17
(25) (12) (42) (22) (11) (12)
Note. Numbers stated are percentage positive. (Numbers) are
otal number evaluated.
a Combined results for st. 24 and st. 34. All st. 24 specimens were
egative and all st. 34 specimens were positive.s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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47Anterior Midlineimmediately posterior and ventral to the cement gland (Fig.
6J). Nkx2-5 was not expressed in the remaining 270° LoLS
(Fig. 6J). Nkx2-5 expression was not expressed in 90° LtLS or
90° LoLS (Table 2), but was seen in the anterior, ventral
region of 270° LtLS and 270° ULS. In control embryos, Xhex
as expressed in anterior mesendoderm of the leading edge
uring gastrula stages of development. Later, at tailbud and
adpole stages, Xhex was expressed in the liver and thyroid
nlagen (Fig. 6M) and, in addition, in vascular endothelial
ells immediately ventral to the posterior somites (Fig. 6L,
rrow; Newman et al., 1997). At control st. 24, Xhex was
expressed in 90° ULS, but not in the 270° LoLS (Fig. 6K).
Xhex was expressed appropriately in 270° LtLS and 270°
LS that include the prime meridian and not in 90° LtLS or
0° LoLS (Table 2). At st. 34, however, Xhex was expressed
in the liver and thyroid rudiment of cultured 90° ULS (Fig.
6M, right) and also in two domains in the 270° LoLS (Fig.
6M, left; cumulative total for both stages is marked with an
asterisk in Table 2). We suspect that this late Xhex expres-
sion is related to expression in the vascular endothelial
cells, but have not investigated further.
We conclude, based on the in situ hybridization results,
that fragments isolated at early gastrula that include the
prime meridian form heads which correctly express anterior
marker genes for all germ layers, while fragments that lack
the prime meridian do not express anterior marker genes. In
FIG. 7. Stewart recombinates generate full-sized embryos contain
to generate full-sized embryos with either two prime meridians or
somites. Embryos with two prime meridians (dorsal view) form t
anterior somite files. The matching recombinate for this two-head
view) contains a single head and notochord; two somite files flank
bilateral body plan that contains either notochord and somites or o
is shown in lateral view. Yolky endoderm sometimes protrudes f
anterior end, but this never forms a cement gland. These two anom
result from slight abnormalities in healing.Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightthe limiting case of the 90° ULS, all inducing and respond-
ing tissues required to establish this degree of anterior
patterning lie within 45° of the prime meridian. Similar
results for the markers en2, otx2, and Nkx2-5 in the embryo
ragments we call 90° ULS were recently published (Schnei-
er and Mercola, 1999).
Duplication of the 90° Upper Lip Sector Yields
Two-Headed Embryos
A drawback of the specification test is the persistence of
wounds in the embryo fragments. Open wounds could
allow diffusion of signaling molecules, thereby influencing
tissue differentiation in the fragments. To examine the role
of the prime meridian in whole, intact embryos, we surgi-
cally recombined 180° halves of embryos (Stewart and
Gerhart, 1990) to generate a full-sized embryo containing
either two prime meridians or no prime meridian. Recom-
binant embryos with two prime meridians formed two-
headed and two-trunked embryos (88% form two heads, all
of which had duplicated notochords and somite files in the
anterior region of the body; Fig. 7 and Table 3). Both ventral
and dorsal anterior structures were duplicated. For example,
both heads had a cement gland and retinas. Both heads had
hearts (anterior, ventral mesoderm; not shown) as well as
anterior notochord and somites. These embryos resembled
o or zero prime meridians. (A) Diagram of surgical recombination
rime meridian. (B) Resulting embryos, stained for notochord and
eparate heads and two anterior notochords, each flanked by two
bryo formed no dorsal axial mesoderm. A control embryo (dorsal
latter. Many recombinates that lacked a prime meridian formed a
somites which span the midline. An example of the second result
the blastopore, as in this specimen. There is often a knob at the
appear at sites of contact between the embryo fragments and likelying tw
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Stewart Recombinates, 645°, Four Trials
TABLE 4
70° Midline Excision, Five Trials
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48 Lane and Sheetsthe two-headed tadpoles generated by overexpression in
“ventrovegetal” blastomeres of either int1 or b-catenin
mRNAs (McMahon and Moon, 1989; Funayama et al.,
1995; Guger and Gumbiner, 1995) and not the partial trunk
duplications of Spemann and Mangold (1924), which com-
pletely lacked secondary head structures.
The reciprocal recombinants lacking a prime meridian
never formed a head, but showed varying degrees of trunk
development (Fig. 7B and Table 3). A majority contained
dorsal, axial mesoderm (53% notochord, 71% somites,
Table 3). The presence of notochord in this experimental
design was a result distinctly different from what we
observed working with fragments. One possible explana-
tion is that the rapid healing of recombinants compared to
the fragments minimized signals lost to diffusion at the
wound surface. Recombinants with dorsal mesoderm that
healed completely were bilaterally symmetric in all cases.
When present, notochord separated two somite files. In the
absence of notochord, somitic mesoderm spanned the mid-
line. A minority contained no dorsal mesoderm (29%; Table
3 and Fig. 7B), even when completely healed. While the
relationship between dorsal development and the prime
meridian remains unclear, the hypothesis that the prime
meridian is the embryo’s anterior midline is strengthened
by the strong correlation between the absence of the prime
meridian and the absence of a head and the observation that
two prime meridians generate two heads.
Removal of the 70° Upper Lip Sector Demonstrates
That the Prime Meridian Is the Embryo’s Anterior
Midline
To this point, no experimental result distinguished
whether the prime meridian is the dorsal or the anterior
midline. Two observations reported above suggested that
modifying the specification test may resolve this issue.
First, cultured 90° ULS form essentially all of the head, but
also substantial amounts of anterior trunk, as shown by the
presence of the heart and liver anlagen (Figs. 6K and 6M), as
well as the notochord and somites trailing into the protru-
sion off the posterior end of the head (Fig. 5B). Second,
incisions made at increasing longitudinal distance from the
prime meridian resulted in damage at increasingly posterior
Specimen N
2
heads
(%)
1
head
(%)
No
head
(%)
Notochord
(%)
Somite
(%)
Controls 10 0 100 0 100 100
Duplicated prime
meridian
17 88 12 0 100 100
Lacking prime
meridian
17 0 0 100 53 71Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightevels of the body plan (Figs. 4 and 5). We reasoned that if
he anterior/posterior axis is patterned horizontally across
he equator of the pregastrula embryo, dissection of smaller
ectors centered on the prime meridian might separate the
ead from the trunk, thereby revealing the identity of the
rime meridian.
We dissected 70° ULS and 290° LoLS at st. 8. The 70°
pper lip sector formed a head (Table 4, Fig. 8C), with both
orsal (notochord and muscle) and ventral (cement gland)
tructures. A cultured, 290° LoLS differed dramatically
rom a cultured, 270° LoLS (compare Figs. 8A and 8B with
igs. 5C and 5D). Most informative were cases in which the
90° LoLS healed completely. A healed fragment lacked a
ead but formed the posterior part of the body plan. It was
ilaterally symmetric with two segmented somite files
Specimen N
Head
(%)
Notochord
(%)
Somites
(%)
ontrols 44 100 100 100
0° ULS 31 100 100 100
90° LoLS 43 0 63 98
FIG. 8. Results from 70° ULS excision, stained for notochord and
somites. Anterior is to the right. (A) Lateral view of a 290° LoLS
that healed completely and formed the posterior body plan (top),
with notochord and somites arranged in bilateral symmetry, and a
control embryo (bottom). (B) Dorsal view of the same specimens.
(C) Lateral view of a 70° ULS. The cement gland (cg) and somitic
mesoderm (s) are indicated. The faint shadow between these two
structures is the notochord, which is below the focal plane. (D)
Dorsal view of a 290° LoLS that did not heal. Endoderm is exposed
at the surface between the two somite files.s of reproduction in any form reserved.
(Figs. 8A and 8B), indicating that these fragments have a
dorsal midline. Notochord was often present, where it
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49Anterior Midlineseparated the posterior somitic mesoderm into two files.
When cultured to late stages, fins and a proctodeum formed.
In healed, 290° fragments that did not form notochord,
somitic mesoderm spanned the midline and the posterior
body plan was bilaterally symmetric. In a 290° fragment
that did not heal completely, there was no head, but two
somite files (Fig. 8D) and often posterior notochord were
present. As these structures split around the open wound,
we cannot definitively state that they were properly ar-
ranged. In contrast to these results for 290° LoLS, a 270°
LoLS was not bilaterally symmetric. It formed either one or
no somite files and no notochord. Thus, the 70° ULS formed
a bilaterally symmetric head with both dorsal and ventral
tissues, which represents the complete anterior midline.
Removal of a 70° ULS centered on the prime meridian
resulted in the formation of an “embryo” which lacked all
anterior midline structures, yet retained its dorsal midline
(i.e., a well-developed, bilaterally symmetric, posterior body
plan). These data demonstrate that the prime meridian is
specified by st. 8 to be the embryo’s anterior midline, not its
dorsal midline.
DISCUSSION
The Prime Meridian Is the Embryo’s Anterior
Midline
Lineage labeling revealed that the region centered on the
prime meridian of the embryo is fated at st. 6 to contribute
to all tissues in the head. In a specification test, the prime
meridian formed a morphologically distinguishable head,
with both retinas and a cement gland. The cultured heads
correctly expressed four anterior neural markers (en2, cpl1,
otx2, and xbf1) and two anterior, ventral mesendodermal
arkers (XNkx2-5 and Xhex), as judged by in situ hybrid-
zation. Immunostaining showed that anterior notochordal
nd somitic mesoderm formed and was arranged as axial
nd paraxial mesoderm. Thus, we conclude that the induc-
ng and responding tissues required for substantial anterior
atterning are present within 45° of the prime meridian. We
ecombined halves of embryos to generate embryos lacking
he prime meridian or embryos with duplicated prime
eridians. In these recombinates, the number of prime
eridians was equal to the number of heads formed. Fi-
ally, we successfully separated the head from the trunk by
plitting the embryo into a 70° ULS and a 290° LoLS. The
ormer contained the prime meridian and ultimately
ormed the embryo’s anterior midline, while the latter,
hich lacked a prime meridian, formed the posterior end of
he embryo with a dorsal midline. Thus, the dorsal midline
as separated from the prime meridian while the anterior
idline was not. This result demonstrates that the prime
eridian is the embryo’s anterior midline and not its dorsal
idline.Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightThe meridian we propose to be the embryo’s anterior
midline is interpreted in all previous fate maps to be the
embryo’s dorsal midline. To understand how the orienta-
tion of the dorsal/ventral axis in amphibians was assigned,
we reexamined the map of Vogt (1929). Vogt’s interpreta-
tion of his data supports concepts promulgated years earlier
by Morgan (1897) but a reexamination of Vogt’s primary
data suggests another interpretation. The data set familiar
from textbooks describes the axolotl, a urodele (Figs. 3a–3m
in Vogt, 1929; the critical figures are reproduced in Figs.
9B–9E). However, Vogt mapped many amphibian species,
including Bombinator, which is an anuran, as is Xenopus.
We discuss the axolotl map, but note that our arguments
apply equally to Vogt’s Bombinator data (Figs. 64 and 67 in
ogt, 1929).
The key to our reinterpretation of Vogt’s data is the
eaning of “dorsal” and “ventral.” When used to qualify
issue types in vertebrates, dorsal and ventral describe
elationships in the established body plan. With regard to
erm layers, neural is dorsal ectoderm, whereas epidermis is
entral ectoderm; notochord and somites are dorsal meso-
erm, whereas blood is ventral mesoderm. (In this paper we
ave followed the modern convention that considers the
otochord dorsal mesoderm, but caution readers that the
rigin of the notochord, and thus its germ layer assignment,
emains an unanswered question in developmental biology.
lassical embryologists acrimoniously debated the germ
ayer assignment of the notochord and assigned it a privi-
eged position as one of only two embryonic tissues outside
he three germ layers, as shown in Carlson, 1981. By
efinition, dorsal mesoderm includes the sclerotome, myo-
ome, and dermatome, which are derivatives of the somites.
hus, the location of the notochord field to the anterior side
f the fate map may not render this side “more dorsal” than
he opposite side of the embryo.) Dorsal and ventral are
sed rarely in reference to endoderm, but by analogy, the
oof of the archenteron is dorsal, whereas the floor of the
rchenteron is ventral primitive endoderm (Fig. 9A).
We first consider Vogt’s primary data with respect to the
orsal/ventral axis. (The anterior/posterior axis is consid-
red below.) Vogt made a sequential series of 11 marks
long the prime meridian of the blastula, placing mark 1 at
he animal pole and mark 11 at the vegetal pole (Fig. 9B).
he upper lip forms subsequently, between marks 7 and 8
Fig. 9C). Vogt examines his marks finally in an advanced
eurula (Fig. 9E) and interprets all 11 marks as dorsal in the
ummary diagram (Fig. 1A) when he assigns the prime
eridian the identity of “dorsal midline.” Marks 1–4 lie in
orsal ectoderm (i.e., the neural groove, Figs. 9D and 9E),
ark 5 lies in dorsal mesoderm (which is not labeled by
ogt, but lies in the posterior notochord; Figs. 9E and 9F),
nd marks 6 and 7 lie in dorsal endoderm (the archenteron
oof). Marks 8–11, originally placed in the vegetal hemi-
phere of the blastula, lie along the floor of the archenteron,s of reproduction in any form reserved.
which is ventral endoderm. These 4 marks should be
interpreted as “ventral” in the summary diagram, and they
50 Lane and Sheets
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightdemonstrate that the prime meridian has a ventral as well
as a dorsal component. Thus, for the axolotl, in which
neural tissue arises from cells at the animal pole (and
possibly descendants of blastomere A4), the entire animal
region of the prime meridian gives rise to dorsal tissues and
the vegetal region gives rise to ventral tissues.
The situation is slightly more complicated in anurans. In
Xenopus and in Bombinator, the vegetal region of the prime
meridian forms ventral tissues, and most of the animal
region of the prime meridian forms dorsal tissue, with the
exception of the region near the animal pole. In anurans, the
anterior boundary of the neural plate forms from descen-
dants of blastomere A1, so neural tissue does not map to the
pole. The animalmost region of the prime meridian gives
rise to anterior, ventral tissue such as the cement gland
(Vogt, 1929; Keller, 1975; Dale and Slack, 1987; Moody,
1987). Otherwise, the animal region of the meridian gives
rise to dorsal tissue and the vegetal portion of the meridian
gives rise to ventral tissues (Fig. 1B). Along the prime
meridian in Xenopus, the transition from dorsal to ventral
in the marginal zone occurs in the vicinity of the upper lip.
This transition point in the axolotl is also near the upper lip
and corresponds with Vogt’s marks 7 and 8, where the fate
changes from anterior archenteron roof (dorsal endoderm)
to anterior archenteron floor (ventral endoderm).
Vogt constructed fate maps for many organisms, includ-
ing amphibians, and in no embryo were two axes superim-
posable. Once Vogt believed the dorsal/ventral axis ran
horizontally, discovering the orientation of the anterior/
posterior axis became impossible if this axis ran from the
prime meridian to the meridian of sperm entry. Unable to
find the anterior/posterior axis, Vogt did not designate one.
Subsequent investigators suspected something was awry.
ventral endoderm, the archenteron floor is shown in pale yellow.
(B) Vogt placed a series of alternating red and blue vital dye marks
along the prime meridian blastula (shown in lateral view, with the
prime meridian to the right). (C) The upper lip appears subse-
quently, between marks 7 and 8 (gastrula shown in vegetal pole
view, with the prime meridian up). (D) At neural plate stage, marks
1–4 are visible in the neural groove in an anterior-to-posterior
sequence (neurula shown in dorsal view, anterior is left). (E) The
final distribution of the dye marks (tailbud shown in sagittal
section, anterior to the left). (F) To present the embryo in a
somewhat Cartesian mode, we straightened the tailbud in (E). This
emphasizes the ventral distribution of marks 8–11. The purple line
approximates the final distribution of the bottle cells that formed
the blastopore and thus separates dorsal from ventral endoderm.
See text for full explanation. Extensive morphogenesis must still
occur to generate a tadpole from a tailbud, but marks on the left
side of the green line in (F), including 3 and 11, will reside in the
tadpole’s head. As the tail organizer takes over production of the
axis, a tail that consists almost entirely of dorsal derivatives is
built. Thus, the tail is included in the dorsal territory in Fig. 1B.FIG. 9. Primary data adapted from Vogt’s axolotl fate map (Fig. 3
in Vogt, 1929; reproduced by permission of the publisher). Vogt’s
labels are indicated in red or blue, corresponding to the color of the
dye mark. Labels we added to facilitate discussion are shown in
black. (A) The dorsal/ventral distribution of the three germ layers,
illustrated schematically in a sagittal cross section of a tadpole.
Following the standards of classical embryology, derivatives of the
ectoderm are shown in blue, derivatives of the mesoderm in red,
and derivatives of the endoderm in yellow. Graded colors indicate
the dorsal/ventral distribution within a germ layer. Shades (colors
tinged with black) represent dorsal tissues and tints (colors mixed
with white) represent ventral tissues. For example, as dorsal
endoderm, the archenteron roof is shown in dark yellow, and ass of reproduction in any form reserved.
Cooke and Webber (1985) proposed that “the horizontal
dimension . . . from the meridian of the presumptive dorsal
mediolateral intercalation populate both anterior and pos-
terior positions in these structures, while the last cells to
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51Anterior Midlinelip to that of sperm entry, is in many respects a head-to-tail
one” and described the blastomere pairs of the four-cell
embryo as “dorsoanterior” and “posterior” (rather than
dorsal and ventral, respectively). Dale and Slack (1987)
noted that dorsal blastomeres at st. 6 label anterior tissues
while ventral blastomeres label posterior tissues. Neither
group proposed reorientation of the dorsal/ventral axis, nor
stipulated an anterior/posterior axis, and the original con-
ventions persisted. Finally, there is the revealing nomen-
clature used to describe amphibian embryos. Phrases such
as “dorsoanterior” and “ventroposterior,” rarely applied to
other embryos, dominate discussions of amphibian em-
bryos. In essence, these phrases superimpose the two axes,
a situation unknown elsewhere in embryology.
To discuss embryos, it is important to designate anterior
and posterior. For heuristic purposes, Keller indicates ante-
rior in vegetal regions and posterior in animal regions of his
diagrams of the preinvolution notochord field (Wilson and
Keller, 1991). These directions describe to a first approxi-
mation where anterior and posterior notochord originate,
but do not reveal the source of the posteriormost notochord
in a tadpole. To strengthen our arguments for revision of
the axes in amphibians, we need to determine the source of
the posteriormost tissues. We describe this below.
How Cells at the Anterior Midline End up in the
Tail
Specification testing indicates that the prime meridian is
specified to become the anterior midline. In vivo, fate maps
reveal that cells arising near the prime meridian populate
not only anterior structures, but also posterior levels of the
notochord, neural tube, somites, and archenteron roof. We
see this in Vogt’s raw data for the axolotl (Fig. 9), as well as
in Xenopus (Fig. 2 and Fig. 2 in Lane and Smith, 1999).
Again, we consider Vogt’s axolotl data. If we look at the
anterior/posterior distributions of his marks, we see that
nine marks lie in anterior tissues (marks 1–3 and 6–11),
while two marks lie in posterior tissues (No. 4, in the
posterior neural tube and posterior archenteron roof and
No. 5, in the posterior notochord).
In the blastula and gastrula, marks 4 and 5 lie near the
limit of involution. Based on our understanding of morpho-
genesis in Xenopus, one would predict these marks would
fall in posterior, dorsal regions of tailbud or tadpole em-
bryos. It is this distribution that leads Keller to orient
anterior/posterior as vegetal/animal in the notochord field.
Does a posterior location of some cells from the midline we
call anterior negate our conclusions about axis orientations
from the specification tests? No. A contribution of cells
from the anterior midline to posterior tissues is a direct
consequence of the patterns of cell behaviors that drive
gastrulation. The cell behaviors that underlie notochord,
somite, and spinal cord formation cause cell mixing. The
mixing is patterned such that the first cells to undertakeCopyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightndertake these behaviors populate only posterior regions.
f we determine the origins of cells which populate only the
osterior end of these tissues, then we know effectively
hich cells last received the signals necessary for them to
orm notochord or neural tissue or muscle. This is critical
nformation in our effort to understand axial patterning in
ertebrate embryos.
The following description of notochord morphogenesis is
hallenging to comprehend. However, as the prospective
otochord constitutes a large portion of Spemann’s orga-
izer, a thorough understanding of notochord ontogeny is
equisite for understanding how Spemann’s organizer pat-
erns the embryo. The reward for struggling through the
escription below is a deeper insight into the workings of
he organizer. Two rarely appreciated facts concerning
otochord ontogeny are pertinent. First, prospective noto-
hord cells signal to their uninduced neighbors as they
ntercalate, and intercalation repeatedly brings a signaling
ell into contact with new neighbors. Thus, the signaling
source” is moving into signaling “sinks,” inducing neigh-
oring cells to contribute to increasingly posterior struc-
ures in the body plan. This means that in vivo, diffusible
ignaling molecules need not diffuse far because a con-
tantly moving source mimics diffusion. Indeed, it is theo-
etically possible that some important signaling molecules
re tightly tethered to the surface of the signaling cell and
nduce neighbors by direct contact. Second, we remind
eaders that the notochord is not induced in an all-or-none
ashion (Shih and Keller, 1992; Domingo and Keller, 1995;
ane and Keller, 1997), as current models often propose.
otochord forms in an anterior-to-posterior manner, and
he amount of induced notochordal mesoderm increases
hrough gastrula and neurula stages. Hence, some cells
realize” their notochordal fate early and some late, and
his necessarily means that patterning signals that emanate
rom the notochord are highly dynamic. It also raises the
ossibility that the posterior notochord forms as a result of
homeogenetic induction by the anterior notochord cells.
olecular mechanisms of axial patterning in amphibians
ust ultimately explain these phenomena.
We now explain how to determine the origins of the
osterior notochord. The notochord forms dynamically in
n anterior-to-posterior sequence, as does the embryo. First
e determine which blastomeres contribute to the noto-
hord and when. We use the results from fate maps con-
tructed from one stage to various later stages to make
hese determinations. Notochord formed between st. 6 and
t. 22 comes from blastomeres C1 and B1 (Nakamura and
ishiyama, 1971). Notochord formed between st. 6 and st.
0 comes from C1, B1, C2, and B2 (Table 1 in Dale and
lack, 1987a). Notochord formed between st. 6 and st. 34
omes principally from blastomeres C1, B1, A1, B2, and A2
but includes blastomere C2 and others discussed below;
ee Figs. 3–6 in Moody, 1987). To determine when each
lastomere first contributes progeny to the notochord, wes of reproduction in any form reserved.
subtract the territory identified at st. 22 from the territory
identified at st. 30, and the territory at st. 30 from the
cells (e.g., cells 3–6) as they join in the process at progres-
sively later time points. Thus, the first cells to embark on
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52 Lane and Sheetsterritory at st. 34. This reveals that the anteriormost noto-
chord, formed by st. 22, arises from C1 and B1 progeny (i.e.,
cells located immediately animal to the upper lip and along
the prime meridian). As more posterior (i.e., trunk) levels of
the notochord form between st. 22 and st. 30, C2 and B2
progeny contribute for the first time, and between st. 30 and
st. 34, when tail notochord is under construction, A1 and
A2 progeny first contribute to the notochord.
When one looks at the notochord in lineage-labeled
embryos, one does not see the simple pattern predicted by
the subtractive mapping technique just described. For ex-
ample, C1 progeny populate the full anterior-to-posterior
extent of the notochord, not just anterior regions. This is
because significant cell mixing occurs during notochord
formation, and mixing obscures the pattern. In Xenopus,
extensive cell mixing in the marginal zone is caused prin-
cipally by mediolateral intercalation, the process which
drives convergent extension of the mesoderm. We now
explain how the pattern of mediolateral cell intercalation
behavior obscures the anterior/posterior origins of the no-
tochord.
Mediolateral intercalation behavior for mesodermal cells
begins in a group of cells located animal to the upper lip
called the vegetal alignment zone (VAZ; Figs. 10A and 10B;
Shih and Keller, 1992; Lane and Keller, 1997). Within the
notochord field, the behavior spreads from the cells of the
VAZ to neighboring cells via contact, from lateral to medial
(blue arrow) and from vegetal to animal (purple arrow) along
both notochord/somite boundaries (Shih and Keller, 1992;
Domingo and Keller, 1995; the latter is called anterior to
posterior by the authors, but to avoid confusion as we
determine the anterior and posterior sources of tissues, we
refer to this as vegetal to animal). Thus, a presumptive
notochord cell immediately above the upper lip (e.g., cell 1,
C1 progeny) initiates mediolateral intercalation earlier than
a cell located more medially within the notochord field (cell
2) or cells located farther from the vegetal alignment zone
(e.g., cells 3–6, which are C2, B1, B2, and A2 progeny,
respectively). At an intermediate time point (Fig. 10B), cells
1, 2, and 3 would be intercalating (shown as elongated cells),
while cells 4, 5, and 6 would not yet be intercalating
mediolaterally (depicted as rounded cells). Still later, cells 4
and 5 would be recruited, and finally, cell 6 would under-
take mediolateral intercalation.
A cell stops intercalating mediolaterally when it is cap-
tured at the notochord/somite boundary, but capture at the
boundary is stochastic for individual cells (Shih and Keller,
1992). Hence, some cells that begin intercalating early will
be captured early and some will be captured late. However,
because the two notochord/somite boundaries converge
until the notochord is about one to two cells wide, eventu-
ally all cells in the notochord field will be captured at the
notochord/somite boundary. If a cell that begins intercalat-
ing early (e.g., cell 2) is, by chance, not captured early, it
continues to intercalate and mixes with more “posterior”Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All righthe notochord differentiation pathway (i.e., progeny of C1
hat start intercalating early) reside in the anterior noto-
hord if they are captured early, but reside in the posterior
f they are not. Cells that start intercalating relatively late
e.g., cells 5 or 6, which are progeny of B2 and A2) can reside
nly in the posterior. By the time a prospective notochord
ell from these blastomeres starts intercalating, the anterior
otochord is under advanced construction, and the cell is
xcluded. It is restricted to posterior regions of the noto-
hord. This can be simply summarized as follows: as a
esult of the pattern of mediolateral intercalation, the first
ells induced to form notochord can occupy any anterior/
osterior level in the notochord, but the last cells induced
o form notochord can occupy only the posterior noto-
hord.
We now ask, “From which blastomeres does the posteri-
rmost notochord arise?” Moody provides critical informa-
ion concerning posterior notochord formation at the latest
tage for which data are currently available. Moody (1987)
ecords in Tables 2, 6, and 8 that caudal-only notochord at
t. 34 arises from blastomeres A2, A3, B2, and C3. None of
hese blastomeres were identified as notochord progenitors
n other maps, so the “caudal-only” distribution tells us
hat when tail construction begins in the embryo, these
lastomeres begin contributing to the notochord. Thus, we
now that of all the cells in the notochord, these cells were
he last to receive all of the signals necessary to undertake
ediolateral intercalation and form notochord. They join
rogeny from blastomeres near the prime meridian (e.g., C1,
1, etc.) that continue intercalating because they have not
een captured at the notochord/somite boundary. Moody’s
ata tell us that when tail construction begins (at st. 32–34),
rogeny of column 2 and 3 blastomeres at the 32-cell stage,
istant from the prime meridian, form the posteriormost
otochord. Comparing the two fate maps in Fig. 1, we
nderstand one reason for the dramatic difference in the
ortrayal of the notochord and somite fields between Vogt’s
ailbud map and our tadpole map. Although there are
pecies differences (e.g., the neural field, as mentioned
bove), some differences represent stage differences. Vogt’s
ap describes a young embryo with about 10 pairs of
omites, whereas our map describes an older embryo with
5 pairs of somites. Vogt describes the origins of the
otochord for a tailbud, while we describe the origins of the
otochord for the tadpole. The key difference between the
wo notochord fields is in the extent of the lateral wings.
oody’s fate map reveals that lateral blastomeres contrib-
te to the notochord only during tail morphogenesis, so
ogt would not have seen this late contribution in his
ailbud embryos.
The same logic can be used to find the anterior/posterior
rientation of somitic mesoderm and neural tissue. It is
ow clear why some cells near the anterior midline in the
lastula end up in the tail. The important fact to remember
bout such cells is that they undertook the behaviorss of reproduction in any form reserved.
necessary to form notochord at the same time as the cells
that ultimately occupy the anteriormost notochord, but by
53Anterior Midline
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightchance they intercalated for a longer time and ended up in
the posterior. If we judge cells in the notochord field by the
criteria of “time at which they first undertook mediolateral
intercalation,” the presence of cells from the anterior mid-
line in the tail does not contradict our revision of the
primary embryonic axes in pregastrula embryos.
The Anterior/Posterior Axis Correlates with
Cortical Rotation
In the revised fate map (Fig. 1B), all meridians contain
tissue fated to become ventral as well as dorsal mesoderm,
rendering designations such as dorsal lip and ventral lip
meaningless. There is, however, an internally consistent
way to classify tissue distributions in the early embryo. It is
instructive to consider the germ layers and ask for each
germ layer, “Where is the most anterior and where is the
most posterior tissue?” In comparing the extant fate maps
to make these determinations, our concern is with majority
distributions (not single cells), and the arguments we pre-
sented above specifically for the notochord apply to all
populations that undergo mediolateral intercalation (e.g.,
neural tissue, somitic mesoderm), as well as the arch-
enteron roof.
Anterior endoderm (i.e., the foregut) comes from the
epithelium of the organizer and vegetal cells near the upper
lip (C1, C2, and D1 progeny). Posterior endoderm (i.e.,
proctodeum) comes from the opposite side (D4, C4, and B4
progeny in Fig. 5 of Dale and Slack, 1987a). This is also
shown in Keller’s gastrula-to-tailbud map (Fig. 1 in Keller,
1975).
For the ectoderm, we consider epidermis and neural
ectoderm separately. Anterior epidermis descends from A1
and A2; posterior epidermis descends from B4 and C4. The
anterior neural plate descends from A1 and B1; the most
posterior neural plate, excluding the floor plate, comes from
a region located 120–125° from the prime meridian and
130° from the vegetal pole of the gastrula (Keller, 1975),
which corresponds to blastomeres B3 and C3. Dale and
Slack (1987a) show that these blastomeres contribute to
posterior-only neural tube (Fig. 5 in 1987a).
For mesoderm, anterior mesodermal structures (i.e., an-
terior notochord, head mesoderm, heart, and anterior ven-
tral blood islands) descend from the region centered on C1.
The posterior notochord comes from A2, A3, B3, and C3
(Tables 2, 6, and 8 in Moody, 1987). Tail somites come from
C4, B4, and A4. The pronephros, which lies posterior to
heart and head mesoderm, arises from C3 (Dale and Slack,
1987a; Moody, 1987). The posterior ventral blood islands
arise from C4 and D4 (Lane and Smith, 1999).
For all germ layers, and all subdivisions of the germ
layers, fate maps show that anterior tissues map as majority
contributions to column 1 blastomeres and posterior tis-
sues map as majority contributions to column 3 or 4
blastomeres (Fig. 11). A line separating anterior from poste-FIG. 10. Mediolateral intercalation within the notochord field
causes patterned cell mixing. The embryo as shown in Fig. 1B has
been rotated 90° so that the prime meridian is oriented toward the
reader. Solely for illustrative and heuristic purposes, the following
features listed below are shown as if they all occurred concurrently in
an embryo. These features are taken from numerous stages in devel-
opment. The features include st. 6 blastomeres and nomenclature,
shown in black; prospective fate map boundaries between tissues,
shown in gray; the approximate position of the vegetal alignment
zone that forms at st. 10.5, indicated as an arc of yellow, elongated
cells that spans the region of Spemann’s organizer; and the two
directions in which cells are recruited to undertake mediolateral
intercalation behavior (MIB) in shaved explants, shown on the left side
(lateral to medial in blue and vegetal to animal in purple), while six
cells are shown in white on the right. In (A), cells comprising the VAZ
have elongated and initiated MIB. In (B), cells 1–3 have been recruited
to undertake MIB in the pattern described for shaved explants by Shih
and Keller (1992), while cells 4–6 have not yet been recruited. See text
for discussion. It is important to realize that drawings are static
renditions of highly dynamic processes in the embryo. For example,
by the time cells 2 or 3 are recruited to undertake MIB, the upper
blastopore lip has involuted and moved significantly toward the
vegetal pole. By the time cells 5 or 6 are recruited, the blastopore
would be closed or nearly so. Throughout this time, the two
notochord/somite boundaries would be converging and the notochord
field would be elongating. Furthermore, we caution readers that the
position at which the vegetal alignment zone forms is known for the
early gastrula embryo (Lane and Keller, 1997), but its position in
relationship to the st. 6 blastomeres is currently under investigation.s of reproduction in any form reserved.
54 Lane and Sheetsrior can be drawn (red lines). The tissues found along the
prime meridian include anterior, dorsal (e.g., notochord,
retina) and anterior, ventral tissues (e.g., cement gland,
heart, anterior blood islands). All of these tissues are found
in embryos radialized about the prime meridian by Li1 or
D2O treatment (Kao and Elinson, 1988; Scharf et al., 1989;
Lane and Smith, 1999), indicating that these embryos are
not strictly dorsalized nor are they solely “dorsoanterior-
ized,” but they are strictly “anteriorized” as they contain
both the ventral and the dorsal tissues found in the anterior
terminus of the body plan. The consistent distribution of
anterior and posterior tissues seen in Fig. 11 indicates that
the side on which Spemann’s upper blastopore lip forms is
the anterior end of the embryo and not the dorsal side. The
opposite side, which contains the sperm entry point, forms
the posterior end of the embryo and not the ventral side.
The region of the upper lip becomes anterior endoderm and
mesoderm and therefore should be called the anterior
marginal zone, whereas the lip opposite becomes posterior
endoderm and mesoderm and should be called the posterior
marginal zone. The designations “anterior lip” and “poste-
rior lip” accurately describe anatomically the regions Spe-
mann called upper and lower lips, respectively.
Molecular evidence to support revision of the axes comes
from analyses of gene expression patterns in the organizer
(Vodicka and Gerhart, 1995; Lemaire et al., 1995; Zoltewicz
and Gerhart, 1997). goosecoid (gsc) and siamois (sia) are
expressed in the vegetal region of Spemann’s organizer in
early gastrula. Xbra (brachyury) and Xnot, notochordal
markers, are expressed in the animal region of the orga-
nizer. These distributions demonstrate that the organizer is
divisible into expression domains. The vegetal domain of
FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the distributions of the ante
prime meridian established by cortical rotation. The anteriormost ti
whereas the posteriormost tissues of the three germ layers arise fro
anteriormost and posteriormost tissues can be drawn. See text for ex
cells of the vegetal hemisphere and the epithelial layer of the mar
marginal zone. Ectoderm arises from both the deep and the surfac
indicated.Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightSpemann’s organizer in late blastula/early gastrula ex-
presses cerberus (cer), gsc, otx2, sia, and Xlim1 and forms
the mesendodermal components of the head (and possibly
the heart, liver, and anterior end of the ventral blood
islands). These markers have been considered “dorsal”
since their discoveries, but only because the upper lip is
called dorsal. All available evidence points to these genes
being anterior markers, and we suggest that those in the
immediate vicinity of the lip at st. 10 (e.g., gsc, cer, sia,
Xlim1) are anterior-ventral markers. The anterior-dorsal
domain, which is displaced several cell diameters above the
forming anterior lip at st. 10, expresses Xbra and Xnot and
forms notochord (summarized in Harland and Gerhart,
1997).
Rethinking Cortical Rotation and the Molecular
Pathway for Axis Formation
Historically, cortical rotation has been linked with estab-
lishment of the dorsal/ventral axis. The revised fate map
shows that the dorsal/ventral tissues are inconsistently
distributed relative to cortical rotation, but that the
anterior/posterior tissues of all germ layers are consistently
distributed (Fig. 11). The simplest hypothesis is that the
asymmetry produced by rotation establishes the anterior/
posterior axis.
Treatments that disrupt cortical rotation are routinely
interpreted as disrupting dorsal/ventral development, but a
strong argument can be made that such treatments primar-
ily disrupt anterior/posterior development. Gerhart noted
repeatedly that anterior structures are the first to disappear
when cortical rotation is blocked by any of several different
ost and posteriormost tissues of the germ layers, in relation to the
s of the three germ layers arise from cells along the prime meridian,
ells on the opposite side of the embryo. A line (red) separating the
ation. Primitive endoderm (the archenteron) arises from the surface
zone. Mesoderm arises predominantly from the deep cells of the
rs of the animal hemisphere. The direction of cortical rotation isriorm
ssue
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e layes of reproduction in any form reserved.
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55Anterior Midlinefrom the primary literature have been converted to dorsoan-
terior index, or DAI, classifications). In dose–response ex-
periments, relatively mild ultraviolet irradiation (UV) re-
sults in anterior deletions, and increasing amounts of UV
are required to disrupt posterior, dorsal development (Ma-
lacinski et al., 1974; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983). For in-
stance, head structures anterior to the otic vesicles are
deleted in DAI class 3 embryos, but both the notochord and
the somites persist and assume the morphology of the
posterior end of the embryo. While DAI 2 embryos lack all
head structures, Stewart (1990) found that 28% of DAI 2
embryos retained notochord, and we have confirmed his
result (not shown). Dorsal mesoderm in the form of somites
is present in DAI classes 4 through 1, so only DAI 0
embryos completely lack dorsal mesoderm. Thus, mild UV
causes anterior truncations (and we note that these dele-
tions are of both dorsal and ventral structures), but leaves
posterior development intact. Regardless of the treatment
used to block cortical rotation, the same progressive dele-
tion from the anterior terminus of the embryo is seen as
dosage of treatment is increased (reviewed in Gerhart,
1989). The presence of well-patterned dorsal tissues in DAI
classes 1–4 is rarely considered, but the presence of such
tissues in the absence of head structures indicates that
anterior and dorsal development can be separated, much as
we see in our surgical results at 635° (Fig. 8). More
importantly, the stepwise deletion of pattern elements in
an anterior-to-posterior progression argues that anterior/
posterior development is directly correlated with cortical
rotation.
Current hypotheses propose that the putative wnt/b-
atenin signaling pathway links cortical rotation to dorsal
evelopment (Miller and Moon, 1996), but experimental
vidence suggests that this pathway links cortical rotation
o anterior development. The original reports in Xenopus
emonstrated that injection of mRNA encoding int-1 (re-
amed Xwnt1) or b-catenin resulted in head duplications
McMahon and Moon, 1989; Funayama et al., 1995; Guger
nd Gumbiner, 1995), not the trunk level-only duplications
eported by Spemann and Mangold (Fig. 21 in 1924). Cyto-
lasmic b-catenin levels increase on the side of the embryo
pposite the sperm entry point by the 2-cell stage, and
uclear b-catenin levels increase in animal, marginal, and
egetal blastomeres on this same side by the 32-cell stage
Larabell et al., 1997). In our reinterpretation of extant fate
aps, progeny of blastomeres with increased b-catenin
evels generate anterior tissues of all germ layers, including
oth dorsal and ventral mesoderms and endoderms.
b-Catenin-depleted embryos form no axes, but b-catenin
mRNA injected into any tier of depleted embryos rescues
the axes, and the catenin-expressing cells populate anterior
structures of any germ layer (Wylie et al., 1996, see Fig. 2)
and not dorsal tissues solely. Thus, when Wylie et al. (1996)
injected b-catenin mRNA into a vegetal blastomere of a
b-catenin-depleted embryo and rescued the body plan, an-Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightkin over the head) was labeled and, again, not strictly
orsal tissues. Rescued dorsal mesoderm was labeled only
hen an equatorial cell was injected. As interpreted by
ylie et al., these results strongly suggest that the location
f the injected blastomere (vegetal, equatorial, or animal)
etermined the germ layer and that catenin stimulated cells
o release a “dorsal signal” to neighbors. We suggest that
he b-catenin mRNA determined that the injected blas-
tomere would form the anterior end of the appropriate germ
layer and subsequently rescue the body plan by signaling to
neighboring cells that this side of the embryo is destined to
form the anterior tissues of the respective germ layers and
lead development. This suggests that once cortical rotation
in the first cell cycle acts to determine anterior vs posterior,
maternal determinants (e.g., VegT) and downstream pro-
cesses (e.g., secreted signaling factors) act within cells
conditioned by different levels of nuclear b-catenin in the
early blastomeres. As an example, this conditioning may
underlie the differences in competence seen between the
“dorsal” and “ventral” sides of the animal hemisphere at
the 8-cell stage (London et al., 1988) and the animal cap at
blastula stage (Sokol and Melton, 1991).
Genes identified as downstream of b-catenin (sia, cer,
Xlim-1, gsc) are the anterior markers discussed above.
Taken together, the experimental evidence overwhelm-
ingly connects b-catenin with anterior fate in Xenopus, not
strictly dorsal fate. We note that anterior/posterior segment
polarity decisions in Drosophila (Nusslein-Volhard and
Wieschaus, 1980) and anterior/posterior fate decisions in
individual cell lineages in Caenorhabditis elegans (Lin et
al. 1998) involve homologues of the wnt/catenin signaling
pathway, raising the possibility that the mechanism of
anterior/posterior specification in metazoans is highly con-
served.
Classical embryological studies have demonstrated re-
peatedly a connection between the prime meridian and
anterior development. Bothered by the absence of second
heads in H. Mangold’s specimens, Spemann (1931) trans-
planted a massive graft centered on the upper lip to the
opposite side of the marginal zone in a host embryo and
observed two-headed embryos. Spemann’s experimental
design differs from that of H. Mangold, who transplanted
plugs of cells from a region she identified only as “at some
distance above the upper blastoporal lip,” and not the lip
itself, into hosts (Spemann and Mangold, 1924). Kageura
and Yamana (1983) and Cooke and Webber (1985) demon-
strated that, following separation of the four-cell stage into
blastomere pairs, historically called dorsal and ventral,
heads develop only in the “dorsal” halves, while headless
body plans develop in the “ventral” halves in a majority of
cases. Using transplantation techniques in early blastula
embryos, Gimlich and Gerhart (1984) discovered that col-
umn 1, vegetal blastomeres grafted into UV-treated em-
bryos rescued axial development, including heads, while
Kageura (1990) demonstrated that column 1 blastomeress of reproduction in any form reserved.
grafted ectopically into normal embryos promoted twin-
ning, often including heads.
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56 Lane and SheetsSince Nieuwkoop revived widespread interest in amphib-
ian axial patterning (Nieuwkoop, 1969, 1973), many experi-
ments have been interpreted in terms of “dorsal determi-
nants.” In the light of the revised fate map, careful
reconsideration of years of experiments indicates that the
search is for “anterior determinants” that initiate head
development in amphibians. These determinants ulti-
mately control dorsal development, if only because head
construction precedes, yet is intimately connected to, trunk
construction when the vertebrate body plan is built in an
anterior-to-posterior sequence. We suggest that cortical
rotation and the Nieuwkoop center regulate anterior devel-
opment in amphibia, while Spemann’s organizer controls
dorsal trunk development. Multiple molecular candidates
for various activities of Spemann’s organizer have been
identified by misexpression on the posterior (formerly ven-
tral) side of the embryo. Some of these molecules generate
a second axis complete with head and notochord. These
should be considered candidates for mediating the activities
of the Nieuwkoop center. Molecules that generate a second
axis consisting only of muscle and neural tissue, but lack-
ing a head and notochord, should be considered candidates
for mediating the activities of Spemann’s organizer.
Implications for Axial Patterning
Reorientation of the dorsal/ventral axis, and designation
of the anterior/posterior axis to the former position of the
dorsal/ventral axis, confounds the language used to describe
amphibian embryos. However, the implications of reorient-
ing the axes go far beyond semantics, if only because the
words we use to discuss embryos limit the ways in which
we think about embryos. It is noteworthy that old amphib-
ian maps and models never indicated the anterior/posterior
axis. As a result, for years researchers have not interpreted
any molecular pattern observed in blastulae as indicating an
“anterior” or “posterior” distribution. This is not
surprising—given the complexity of vertebrate embryos,
we do not see what we do not look for. Hopefully, desig-
nating the anterior/posterior axis will lead to molecules
being interpreted as anterior or posterior markers. As the
old maps and models indicate the dorsal/ventral axis, and as
molecules with nonubiquitous expression patterns have
been discovered, they have been assigned as dorsal or
ventral markers based on the their position with respect to
the prime meridian. Our results call these interpretations
into question. Reorienting the axes will alter the interpre-
tation of many of the molecules described in recent years
that are believed to pattern the amphibian embryo. We
predict that the new map will ultimately force revisions in
the interpretation of mesendodermal marker genes as fol-
lows. Molecules expressed along the prime meridian of the
blastula will be considered anterior, not necessarily dorsal;
examples include chordin and otx2. Molecules expressed
istant from the prime meridian will be considered poste-Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightinal zone will be considered dorsal; examples include Xbra
nd MyoD. Molecules expressed in vegetal regions of the
arginal zone will be considered ventral; examples include
wnt8 and Xmix.1. Thus, for the first time, the new
erminology that we propose describes an amphibian em-
ryo with distinct dorsal/ventral and anterior/posterior
xes.
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